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About This Game

You have reached to stars to find that the dreams of a new utopia was dead before it began. Ancient technologies spread over the
galaxy leave a sword of Damocles hanging over you. Now you must go out into the stars to conquer or perish.

GALACTIC INHERITORS is a new space 4X game from Crispon Games and published by Argonauts Interactive. The game
focuses on science fiction, strategy and empire building.

Features

Explore the Galaxy, look for the key choke points to guard your empire and cut off your opponents avenues of
expansion.

Research technologies to gain new ships and solar system improvements.

Improve your solar system's infrastructure to take advantage of your investment.

Build up your navy, gain experience in ship building and unlock powerful new bonuses for your ship designs and
building partners.

Use the power of the media to steer your people opinions of your neighbours, but pay attention of what their media say
too.
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Manage your empire bonuses over time to reach your conquest goals.

Keep on your toes! The galaxy is treacherous and bad (or good) surprises are waiting for you throughout the game.
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Title: Galactic Inheritors
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Crispon Games
Publisher:
Plug In Digital, Argonauts Interactive
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2015
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English,French,German
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I got this on sale and I ignored the negative reviews because I love these types of games. The rubbish ones usualy have
redeeming features for genre fans like me. Not this one. This may have been fun in the early 90s but not now. This is soooo
basic and not in the awesome sense like the classic Stars! it is basic in that it feels incomplete and or was not thought through.

The sound is basic.
The mechanics are basic.
It is not compelling at all.

I left a postive review for Lords of the Black Sun and I even found some joy in Apollo 4x. That should tell you something about
how low my standards are. I can't say anything good about the game apart from that it works. I'm sorry Crispon Games, please
do better next time.. If you wanna enjoy the game YOU MUST watch the tutorials.
Good gameplay
Awesome Graphics
Fitted soundtracks
Just that the price is quite high.. so try to get it on sale.. This game is very stable and easy to learn and play. Unfortunately it's
also very simple. There just isn't much to do in the game. After nearly 2 hours of playing I think I've seen everything the game
has to offer. Turn 54 looks just like turn 5. It's just boring.

BUT if you are looking for a very casual board game and it's on sale for 80% off it might be worth giving it a try.. Really
playable with all the 4X requirements plus a few extras that add to the depth of this game, so it's more than the norm.
There are some small changes I'd like to see, but reading the developers feed, I can see they are on the way.
I did want to get in to battle sooner (but needed shios etc) and want spys so I could try to influence the media for other races
(against each other) and to know more about what they were doing.. 1. Game looks primitive
2. Game looks unfinished
3. Game have bugs
4. Game provides a lot of fun
Te last one beats all 3 above. I just hope they will not leave it as it is, but "polish" it a lot more.
Also some kind of tutorila teaching game basic would be nice.. I want to like this, but I can't bring myself to say that I do. The
interface is horribly clunky, taking too many clicks to do simple things. For instance, if you have a production queue, you should
be able to rearrange the queue instead of deleting items (and clicking confirmation) and then readding. Also, AI heaps a zillion
ships everywhere and no way to make borders safe because fleet size is very limited (reminds me of Endless Space), while AI
seems able to put its entire fleet on your border.

Also, turns take too long. I don't want to sit and watch every ship movement be resolved.

Some innovative ideas with this one, but it fell WELL short of my hopes. Sadly, this one is yet another 4x game should be
passed over.. This is a pretty slick game. It is not as Epic as other space games, but it is fun. Turn based. The game is rather
simple on some levels and a little complex on others.

Moving ships is easy - just select the fleet and right click to your destination.

You need to Explore a star system before you can colonize it. Enemy star systems that you conquer you can immediately
colonize. To find resources you need to explore a second time, and then activate the resource with an explorer ship which uses
up the ship. Once activated resources will increase that area of the star system by one resource.

Battles are hands off. The fleets will 'fight' on the strategic map and you will see the results. There are no graphics for the battles
except ship losses.

Handling Colonies and Fleets is really easy because there is a spread sheet type display for both. Also, there is a message sheet
every turn. All of these sheets really help the player to handle the Empire.

Diplomacy is simple yet a little involved. First, there is only War and Peace. And why not? Many games have trade and alliances
but Galactic Inheritors does not. To declare war you first have to convince your population that the enemy empire is evil. You
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use Media propoganda to do this over time. It is also possible to stall the other empires this way. So you have to prepare for war
as it takes time to move the slider from Peace to War.

Building ships is really neat and novel for this game. You order the ships from one of three military companies that will build
them. You can order up to three ships from each company at a time, so a total of nine ships can be building at once. As a
company builds ships over time it gains experiance and skill points which can then be spent on improving that company's
production. I found this aspect of the game rather neat. (Note: Colony ships and explorers are built at star systems and not by the
ship companies.)

Also, there are Empire bonuses you can earn. Net commerce will add funds to the Empire bonus level each turn. Once a new
level is reached you can buy an Empire bonus, such as better manuevering ships for the entire Empire. The amount of funds
needed to gain a level is based on how many star systems you have.

Ordering ships will lower your net commerce amount. It can go negative with no problems accept = no funds will go toward
your Empire bonus level. As a matter of fact the Empire bonus level amount will also go negative and can be 'paid off' once you
finish building ships.

Overalll this is a fun game. It is not too in depth and is one of the easier Space 4X games to play. Probably good to pick up on
sale. I liked it.

One negative I had was the music would stop playing after a short while. I liked the in game music. So I played a CD instead but
had to lower all sound levels in the game or my own music would not repeat. No big deal really.. 2 out of 5 Stars (I am being
generous)

Negatives:
1. This game has great potential but fails to live up to it.
2. Much of the game mechanics are cumbersome. The tech tree is predictable and short.
3. The computer AI is not aggressive even though at times while I was playing it clearly had advantages.
4. Some of the special tech advantages are not detailed in any manner and so as the player you will have no idea what you should
do.
5. Upgrading manufacturing companies is not at all detailed so its hard to decide what to do and how it will affect your fleet.

Positives:
1. One of the interesting mechanics is that you need to create negative "attitudes" against a prospective opponent. By that I
mean, you cannot attack a neighboring civ unless you first begin a negative attitude campaign and get it to a high enough level to
be able to declare war. It's a cool idea but like the rest of the game its poorly executed.

I would forgive this game if it was an Alpha or Beta but that is not the case with this game.

So 5 negative comments vs 1 positive comment = poorly made game.

DONT BUY IT. Release Day Review:
So they fixed what was wrong in the early access, which is definitely a good thing. They cleaned up the UI a bit and fixed a
plethora of bugs and glitches. However, there still just isn't enough here to justify 20 dollars. When I first joined early access
with this game, I was expecting something much... more. The 2 things that make this game stand out is the Military Industrial
Complex (which is how you build your military ships) and the media-focused Diplomacy system (essentially by using the media,
you control how your population views another faction) which again are both really cool features. Everything else is kind of
watered down as far as 4X Turn-based strategy games go. I still recommend the game for people unfamiliar with the genre
because it's very easy to pick up but for anyone who has played SotS, GalCiv, or Sins, then you've pretty much tread this
territory before.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bCRnefNUFDA
Early Access Review:
"The usual 4X Strategy game. Similar to GalCiv or MOO yet with less personality. However, what it lacks in aesthetic, it makes
up for in functionality and straightforwardness. For example, it ignores the technobabble of say... Sword of the Stars and tells
you exactly what building something does. The Military Industrial Complex is a cool idea too... but you know what the best part
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is? Space Frogs. You can play as Space Frogs. The universe is my pond and my enemies are but flies!"
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9vVLmJXxaV0
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The game is hard to play, and is very similar to flash games you can get for free.. I like this game. Lot of very good ideas hidden
behind an average graphical dressing. I hope the media system will be developped further. An instant classic 4X game!. bukly
and simplisitic
maybe worth a dollar. Yes, it took me less than 30 minutes to solve this game problem and delete it. DO NOT BUY THIS
GAME.

CONS :

1 - The visual is horrible. It does look even worse than what you may expect from the screenshots. Animation are almost
inexistant.

2 - The HUD is totally dysfunctional. Nothing closes or open alone and you have to navigate to the ''exit button'' at every action
you will do. Navigation through all the menus is tricky, long and of course, more ugly than you can ever imagine. That bright
blue color is gonna give you a headache and may even make your nose bleed.

3 - I stopped playing at tutorial part 4. Its bugged, I lost the sound and tough I made what was written it never ended.

4 - I have no physical copy of the game I could burn and torture (or use as combustible during cold winter days).

PROS :

1 - The absence of any aesthetic/visual/animation is perfect for epileptic users. You will be able to play long hours without any
crisis.

2 - This game is probably playable on win 3.1. If you are from a third world country and cannot afford a modern computer I
guess a recycled/scrap-built pentium 166 with 64Mo RAM is more than enough to run this BS.

3 - Masochists should buy it right now for the sores, buboes and maybe herpies it will gives you through the touch of your
keyboard. Instant pain guarantee. You will also feel pain for any cent you invested in this game.

4 - Time travel for free. You get get right back in 1996. Its a direct competitor of Master of orion 1 but badly executed. BUY
MASTER OF ORION 1 or 2 and go to TOTALL RECALL to get rid of any memories of this game or it will haunt your
nightmares.

5 - You will not get worse in your life. Every other bad game you will buy will seems to be a masterpiece in comparison to this.
Its the the paragon of mediocrity - The long seeked ''absolute Zero'' of talent and fun.

REALLY.. I never played a SOOOO bad 4x game in my whole 39 long life (and I played A LOT of them).. im not saying that
this game isnt enjoyable it just does not entertain for long. The game lacks excitement and a desire to play more and the actions
yoyu take as a player become repetive and meaningless. i would not reccomed this game to anyone looking to invest large
ammunts of time. I like the game, but there some serious annoyances. First the good. I love how the exploration ships are used
for more than just exploration. That idea alone is brilliant.

The thought of purchasing your war ships through private companies and performing research through those companies is a
great idea, but I do not feel it was implemented well. Perhaps if each company specialized in something or gave you a patented
technology that only they could provide, or some incentive to pick one company over the other then it would be outstanding.

The game has that "Just one more turn" feeling to it, I did find myself wanting to see how something would improve my
situation once it was finished being (built or researched).

That is pretty much the end of the good for me.

When I first read the description of the game where it described how you have to use media against your enemies and for your
friends, I thought that is a great idea. Unfortunately, it is horribly implemented in this game. First the concept of how it works is
pretty vague. I pictured it my mind that I would run some negative propaganda against my foe, and he would do the same and a
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short while later we would be at war, but the reality is the opposite. In my game every time I ran negative media against
someone, they responded with positive media, which pretty much negates my negative media, which ends in neither of us going
to war.

As a sidenote, I find it ironically funny that I can run a propaganda item that says my enemy has been crossing our border
illegally, but I can't actually cross my enemies border to attempt to start a war because we are not at war.

Unfortunately, I was unable to experience any combat in my game as I could not declare war on anyone and could not start a war
no matter how hard I tried. The media idea needs to be rethought in my opinion, or just scrapped all together. If there is one
good thing about the media portion of the game it is that you can influence your own population to provide research bonuses, or
defense bonuses, etc.

Five races seems to be a bit slim, perhaps the developer is planning on adding more in an expansion pack.

It seems to be pretty stable, I did not run into any gameplay issues, no crashes.

I really hope the developer can make the game better, there are some great ideas here, but I feel it just needs more playtesting to
iron out the wrinkles in the gameplay.
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